TraxFast Locator Plus
Benefits of TraxFast Locator Plus
TraxFast Locator Plus is a packaged system that will immediately generate those
benefits resulting in more efficient warehouse operations. Bundling software,
equipment and barcode labels together in one system gives warehouse management the comfort of dealing with one supplier to satisfy their demanding warehouse requirements. eTeklogics’ Professional Services Program assures that any
integration needs are met to provide a seamless interface between multi-supplier
systems. Our support programs for both software and equipment provide assurance that the system will function and grow with your operations as time passes.
Filling Locations to Capacity. Locator
Plus will direct the warehouse personnel to fill locations in an efficient
manner by making sure the same
product is together and that all slots
in a location are filled before spreading the same inventories elsewhere.

How can I utilize my
personnel more efficiently?

How can I utilize my warehouse
space more efficiently?
Accurate Location Inventory. Locator
Plus tracks inventory by location
accurately. Before analysis can be
performed on capacity utilization you
must first have accurate data showing
what already exists. A small increase in
inventory accuracy causes significant
gains in inventory planning resulting
in lower inventories freeing up warehouse space.
Obsolete/Slow Moving Inventory
Monitoring. Since Locator Plus can
track inventory by container, whether
pallet or individual case, each unit of
inventory is date stamped. Using this
data, warehouse personnel can move
those inventories to less than prime
space or dispose of those inventories
that will never ship.

Real Time Inventory Visibility. Locator
Plus utilizes wireless networks to link
the warehouse personnel to their
inventory data. Instantly, the warehouse person will get the answers to
the “Where is it ?” and “Do I have
enough ?”, Answering these questions
eliminates the nonproductive time in
searching.
Directing Putaway. Locator Plus will
direct inbound materials to a sensible
stocking location. The warehouse
person will not have to search for open
spots nor take the risk of moving
product to a location that does not
conform to your warehousing policies.

Eliminate Mistakes. Locator Plus has
the real time link to your enterprise
data. Any Locator Plus activity
performed by the warehouse person is
edited and verified for accuracy before
it is accepted. This means that afterthe-fact inventory investigations are
eliminated.
Eliminate or Reduce Paperwork.
Locator Plus supports barcode scanning as its vehicle for inputting data
eliminating the need to fill out forms,
eliminating transposition errors and
reducing overall data entry time.
Making Use of the Information.
Locator Plus monitors your inventories
from receipt to shipping. This information is stored and available to be
transferred to other applications
automatically in support of satisfying
customer compliance requirements
such as UCC labeling and ASN generation. Shipping errors are reduced, data
entry and labeling stations are eliminated while customer service and
satisfaction is increased.
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